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MOGEEN
They met as colleagues at House of
Orange some three years ago and hit it
off right away; fantasising about running
their own hair salon one day, over some
well deserved drinks at their favourite
nameless bar. Many people dream out
loud over candlelight and cocktails, but
Hester Wernert and Siko van Berkel never
stopped sharing ideas, sketches and
mood boards until every little detail of
their dream salon was in place, down
to their signatures on the necessary
paperwork. And so Mogeen opened
its doors last October.
Mogeen may mean nothing but some
sexy looking letters in a row, to Hester
and Siko it means the ultimate symbiosis of
their visions on hair, fashion and
customer care. As business partners
and hair talents they’re like yin and yang;
Hester being the calm and fashionably
cool technical perfectionist, and Siko is
the chaotic restless romantic who keeps
dropping the word ‘sexy’ talking about
their shared passion. Hester will keep
on assisting hair star Eugene Souleiman
during Paris fashion week and Siko will
continue contributing his talent to the best
fashion magazines, but Mogeen is their
home from now on.
Mogeen is all about passion and
ambition, a place where every customer
is treated like a fashion icon in his or her
own right, even if the only fashionable
thing you’re into is that edgy haircut.
After a welcome drink at a table full of
delicious snacks you have your hair
washed in a zen-ish lounge featuring
video art, perfectly dimmed light and
fine incense.
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Once rinsed and relaxed it’s time for
some serious fashion talk. “How do we
feel today? Something like Kate Moss
meets Chanel back in 1925 maybe?
Or would you love to be on a Thai beach
right now getting sand all over your
vintage Missoni?” The people at Mogeen
will take you there, even if you know
nothing about fashion, they know.
The interior design of Mogeen is all hand
made and modular. A private section for
their celebrity customers is created in
seconds and at night the salon transforms
into a hair school where Hester and Siko
train their own flock of hair stylists.
The energy at Mogeen is vibrant and
personal, you can just quickly drop
by to pick a new shampoo from their
selection of the best hair care products
in the world or spend an entire afternoon
having your hair done all the way while
flipping through a fine selection of art
books and sipping tea.
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